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Driven by the new telecommunication applications,
the amount of functions in signal processing systems
is expanding enormously.  To deal with rapidly
growing system complexity, quickly changing system
requirements, and late design changes, designers have
increasingly turned to programmable architectures as
a base for their DSP systems.  Today, many modern
telecommunication products, such as cellular phones,
modems and networking devices feature one or more
processor devices.

A main issue in the design of programmable archi-
tectures is the realization of the instruction pipeline
[1].  Especially, since digital signal processors typi-
cally introduce a lot of parallelism and inhomogene-
ity, designers need to spend a lot of effort in exploring
different architectures.  In order to analyze architec-
tural alternatives and tradeoffs, they need quantitative
performance measurements based on real applica-
tions.  Furthermore, absolute measures of the proc-
essing power are needed to evaluate changes to the in-
struction set and the processor architecture.  These
measures can be obtained by means of simulators that
use bit- and cycle-true models.

Beyond the modeling capabilities, the usefulness of a
simulator is very much characterized by the capability
of detecting pipeline hazards which are not explicitly
described.  While data paths are relatively easy to
verify, the same task for the control path is extremely
complex and a main source for bugs [2].

There are different types of pipeline hazards [1].
Structural hazards arise from overlapping instructions
competing for the same resource, e.g. registers, func-
tional units, or busses which are typically resolved by
means of pipeline stalls.  Data hazards occur in case
of read/write conflicts which are changing the order
of register or memory accesses.  Solving these haz-
ards through the processor logic introduces forward-
ing logic or pipeline stalls (interlocks).  Control haz-
ards are produced by branches and exceptions which
require mechanisms like flushing of the pipeline.

In highly pipelined processor architectures, these haz-
ards have a significant impact on the overall perform-
ance and must be regarded during simulation to obtain
accurate performance measurements.  For this reason
cycle-accurate processor models have to used.  How-
ever, the development of cycle-true instruction set
simulators is very lengthy, extremely error-prone and
tedious process.  So, tool support is essential even
more for modern DSP architectures with increasingly
complex pipeline control mechanisms.
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Hardware description languages (HDLs) like VHDL
or Verilog are widely used to model and simulate
processors, but mainly with the goal of developing
hardware.  Using these models for instruction-level
processor design has a number of disadvantages.
They cover hardware implementation details which
are necessary for hardware design and verification but
which are not needed for performance evaluation and
software verification.  Moreover, the description of
detailed hardware structures has a significant impact
on simulation speed [3].  Another problem is that the
extraction of the instruction set is a highly complex
task and instruction set information, like e.g. the as-
sembly syntax cannot be obtained from HDL descrip-
tions.

A number of publications on machine models and re-
targetable simulation use instruction set description
languages [4].  The approaches of nML [5,6] and
ISDL [7] are based on latency specifications which
cannot be used for simulation since they are not able
to deliver cycle-accurate models of pipelined proces-
sor architectures.



ISPS [8] which is derivative from the language ISP
[9] aims at a common processor description for code
generation, simulation and synthesis.  It incorporates a
rich set of control mechanisms to describe parallelity
and synchronization of processes, but the synchroni-
zation mechanisms are not adequate to model pipeline
hazards.

The language Maril introduces resources which are
allocated by operations, but latencies for particular in-
struction pairs have to be specified by the user [10].
Maril is part of the Marion system which uses reser-
vation tables for code generation. However, basic
pipeline operations like flushes are not supported.  A
similar approach based on standard reservation tables
is used for VLIW compilation [11].  In both cases a
standard reservation table approach [12] was used
which is unable to capture all details of the pipeline,
such as data/control hazards and pipeline flushes.

In the Rapide system [13], systems are modeled as
partially ordered event sets by specifying causal and
timing relationships between events.  However, pipe-
line flushes cannot be modeled with this approach.

Our wish to capture more detailed timing information
than available at the instruction set level, motivated
the introduction of operation-level behavior and
scheduling description.  In terms of pipeline se-
quencing representation, LISA follows the same main
idea of reservation tables and Gantt charts, as in [10]
and [11].  However, in order to enable additional
modeling of data/control hazards and pipeline flushes,
we extended the modeling ability of Gantt charts by
introducing L-charts and operation descriptors.
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In order to enable cycle/phase-true modeling, instruc-
tions have to be partitioned into operations as basic
schedulable units.  At each control step � the admissi-
ble operations form the transition function �� which
changes the machine state.  At the next control state
��� the new set of admissible operations is deter-
mined.  In a pipelined processor e.g., these operations
may represent the pipeline stages which operate in
parallel during one processor clock cycle.

The instruction sequence in the program determines
the operations that wait for execution.  Admissible
operations are selected from precedence and resource
constraints which are specified for the operations of
each instruction [14].  The precedence specifies par-
tial ordering of operations for one instruction.  The
ordering between instructions is determined by the
program.  The example in Figure 1 shows the opera-
tion precedence graph of four instructions in a proces-
sor with the pipeline stages IF, ID, EX, and WB.
Horizontally, the operations of one instruction are or-
dered explicitly by the precedence, vertical ordering is
provided through the program sequence.
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But the ordering is not complete, e.g. there is no or-
dering between �� of instruction � and �� of instruc-
tion ���.  In order to determine the execution timing
of these operations a scheduler provides this ordering.
In our retargetable simulator, we use an As Soon As
Possible (ASAP) scheduler for this task, since it cov-
ers the class of our target processor architectures
which use ASAP sequencing.  However, processors
with out-of-order execution have to be excluded.

The ASAP scheduler transforms the partial ordered
operations of  Figure 1 into a set of fully ordered op-
erations as shown in Figure 2.  Here, the operations
that are executed in the same cycle are shaded in the
same style.
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The operations in Figure 2 show the situation of in-
struction execution without hazards.  For the illustra-
tion of hazards, the precedence and resource con-
straints can be depicted in L-charts, a representation
similar to Gantt-charts.  L-charts are derived from
Gantt-charts by converting the time axis into a prece-
dence axis.  Furthermore, L-charts introduce the an-
notation of �	
������ �
���	����.  For our retarge-
table simulator, we used the following operation de-
scriptors:

• �������
: The operation can only be scheduled,
if the resource to be allocated is available. In
this case, the resource is allocated by the opera-
tion.

• �
���
: The operation can only be scheduled,
if the required resource is available, but no re-
source allocation is performed.  This is marked
with �� in L-charts.



• �����
	���
��	�: The operations that allocate or
require the resource in the current cycle are re-
placed by the specified operation �	.  This is in-
dicated with ������ in L-charts.

Operation descriptors can be conditional to enable
dynamic operation scheduling.
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Figure 3 shows the L-charts for a sequence of instruc-
tions �, and ��� with their respective operations, e.g.
instruction � consists of the operations ���up to ��
which allocate the resources ��, ��, ��, and  !.  The
operation sequencer performes the operation sched-
uling based on the operation descriptors.
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Below the operation sequencer, the scheduling result
in form of the operation timing is depicted.  In control
step "�# the operations �$ and %# produce a struc-
tural hazard by competing for the resource ��.  The
ASAP scheduler selects �$ whereas %# is delayed to
the following cycle.
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Flushing of pipeline stages is a common mechanism
found in programmable DSP architectures to solve
control hazards.  We assume the following program
sequence to illustrate how control hazards can be
modeled in LISA.  The sequence begins with a branch
to the target instruction �.  The two instructions & and
� following the branch shall not be executed and are
cancelled.
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Figure 4 depicts the L-chart of the branch instruction
! with four kill/replace operation descriptors that re-
place the respective operations with NOPs.  The other

instructions share the same diagonal L-chart pattern.
The resulting scheduling diagram shows how the op-
erations of instruction & and � are simply replaced
without affecting the timing of the other instructions.
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Besides flushing the pipeline, also interrupts can be
modeled based on the kill/replace operation descriptor
by injecting the instruction word of the interrupt in-
stead of the NOP into the pipeline.
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LISA processor descriptions in general consist of re-
source declarations and operation definitions.  Decla-
rations in the RESOURCE section are global and define
all storage elements that represent the processor state
in the simulator.  At the same time these declarations
list the valid resources that may be allocated or re-
quired by operations.

Operation definitions are structured into several sec-
tions that describe different operation attributes which
are necessary for simulators, assemblers, disassem-
blers and code synthesis:

• The CODING section defines the operation op-
code and the fields for operands, parameters, and
operation modes.

• The mnemonics and parameters of the assembly
language are provided in the SYNTAX section.

• The BEHAVIOR section lets the designer specify
the behavioral code of the operation in C or C++
for use in the simulator.

Operation properties can be shared by means of the
CLASSES which are very similar to the or-rules in
nML [5].  Further, operations can be structured hier-
archical.  So, operations can comprise sub-operations.
The top of this hierarchical structure is the operation
'��, which is executed in every control step.
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In order to evaluate the implementation of the generic
machine model, the TI TMS320C6201 digital signal
processor was modeled with LISA and the simulator
was generated.  This processor was chosen because of
its complex pipeline mechanisms and the high amount
of parallelity.  Our description of the processor pro-
duces a bit- and cycle-accurate machine model.  Re-
sources are used to model the mechanisms of the in-
struction pipeline, such as partial and full pipeline
stalls or pipeline flushes.

The instruction pipeline of the C6201 consists of two
parts - the fetch pipeline has the task to load the 256
bit wide fetch packets with eight instruction words
from the program memory and the execute pipeline
that dispatches execute packets of one to eight in-
structions and feeds the functional units [15].  In gen-
eral, the execute pipeline works continuously and is
mainly stalled in case of memory waitstates.  Since
execute packets may be smaller than fetch packets,
the fetch pipeline is frequently stalled and has to wait
until all execute packets of the previous fetch packet
have left the last stage of the fetch pipeline.

Although the C6201 is described by TI as a VLIW de-
rivative, we realized our model based on the 32 bit
wide instruction words because branches can be mis-
aligned to fetch packet borders and target any instruc-
tion word in the fetch packet.  The C6201 fetch pipe-
line consists of the stages %(, %), % , %�, %(, and
�%.  The LISA model of the C6201 fetch pipeline is
depicted in Figure 5.  All instructions share the same
resource allocation in the fetch pipeline as shown in
the L-chart.  We defined an array of eight resources
for each pipeline stage.  A program word index (	*)
provides the address in the range from 0 to 7 within
the fetch packet.  Additionally, the operations require
the resource element with index 7.  So, advancement
in the pipeline is only possible if the last instruction of
the previous fetch packet has left this respective stage.
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In the dispatch stage (�%) the execute packets are
determined and forwarded to the execute pipeline.
Execute packets are composed by setting the parallel-
bit of consecutive instruction words.  Figure 6 shows
the L-charts of the ��� instruction for both settings
of the parallel bit.
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In case of serial execution, the instruction allocates
the resource of the decode stage (�&) and prevents
further instructions from entering this stage.  In the
case of parallel execution, the instruction only re-
quires �& and allows successors to join the current
execute packet.
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The generic machine model was implemented in a
retargetable simulator that is generated based on LISA
descriptions as shown in Figure 7.  The retargeting
process is based on a simulator generator that parses
the LISA description and implements the principles of
the generic machine model.
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The simulator consists of the simulation function li-
brary and the operation sequencer.  The operation se-
quencer is composed of two parts - the mechanisms of
the generic machine model and the LISA processor
description that parameterizes the machine-
independent operation scheduler.  After translating the
generated C or C++ code of the function library, the
simulator can load and execute application programs.
The debugger interface displays the state of the reg-
isters and memories which are represented by re-
sources and allows the user to change these values.
The operation sequencer outputs consecutively the
scheduling tables and reports all pipeline hazards
during simulation.  So, the designer can observe the
flow of instructions in the pipeline and how pipeline
hazards are resolved.

Our LISA model was successfully verified on some
applications by comparing the register set values after
each clock cycle with the simulator sim6x1 from TI.
This method is applicable because of the processors
load-store architecture.  The preliminary measure-
ments turned out that the simulation speed of our gen-

                                                          
1 Texas Instruments TMS320C6x C Source Debugger/Simulator,
Rel. 1.00 for workstation, 1997.



erated simulator was more than 50% higher than the
speed of sim6x without using techniques of com-
piled simulation.
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The L-charts of LISA enable compact description of
pipelined processor architectures and are able to de-
liver cycle-true machine models.  To meet the specific
requirements of processor design, the retargetable
simulator allows the analysis of pipeline mechanisms
and the detection of hazards.  The description of pro-
grammable architectures based on L-charts is very
useful to model structural and control hazards, be-
cause the behavior of individual instructions is de-
scribed separately rather than the complex pipeline
controller in a whole.  Interference between overlap-
ping instructions can be detected instead of specifying
them.  However while modeling the C6201, we found
the case where the description based on the L-charts
was not obvious to find and an explicit description of
the operation control was more appropriate.  The be-
havior of the multi-cycle ��% instruction is different
from all other instructions.  If the delay slots of a
branch complete while a multi-cycle ��% is still exe-
cuting, the ��% must be cancelled.  However, the
��% may execute in any of the eight execution units
(resources) which makes it hard to describe this situa-
tion by means of the kill/replace operation descriptor.

In our experience, modeling of programmable DSP
architectures based on L-charts is an efficient ap-
proach especially for the exploration of processor ar-
chitectures when the processor architecture is not
fully specified.  If however an existing processor shall
be modeled, the designer may want to explicitly
specify parts of the pipeline controller.  The descrip-
tion of the operation behavior section must be used in
this case.

The modeling of data hazards as discussed in [14]
could not be analyzed since the C6201 architecture
implies extensive use of software pipelining which
introduces lots of data hazards.  For processors with
this programming model, automatic data hazard de-
tection is not possible.
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In the design of digital signal processors, only cycle-
accurate simulators are able to deliver reliable quan-
titative performance measurements. In this paper, a
retargetable simulator has been presented which is
automatically generated from LISA descriptions.
This simulator implements the mechanisms of L-chart
modeling and ASAP operation scheduling which al-
lows the description and detection of pipeline hazards
for a large class of processor architectures.  Our ap-
proach was successfully approved by modeling the
complex C6201 processor architecture with LISA and

verifying the simulator with the executable model
from TI.

In our future work, we will explore the issues of re-
targetable compiled simulators to take advantage of
the highest possible simulation speed.
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